
PHOTOGRAPHY
PORTFOLIO
My portfolio reflects my passion for creating compelling visuals that leave a lasting impression.
Captivating visuals where products come to life and lifestyles are beautifully captured.



Product photography in a single color background, white, black, or custom colors.

PRODUCT PHOTOS SINGLE COLOR SETTING

Placing products with props to style and lifestyle stagning to compliment your products
features.

PRODUCT PHOTOS STUDIO STYLING & STAGING

Shooting products in lifestyle settings and using hand models, euipments, and other
outdoor background.

LIFESTYLE PHOTOS INDOOR & OUTDOOR SETTING WITH HAND MODEL

The ADA assigned to the homicide division, a skilled prosecutor who works closely with
Jack and Maya to build cases against the suspects they bring in. She is tough but fair and
values justice above all else.

LIFESTYLE PHOTOS WITH MODEL
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Highlight your products online with the perfect backdrop. Opt for a clean, white
background coupled with proper lighting, a reliable camera, and a sturdy tripod to draw
attention to your product's features without distractions. This approach preserves the
true colors and allows customers to focus on what matters. For glass items like perfumes
and beverages, try a sleek black background to enhance packaging. Avoid busy
backgrounds that can distort colors or divert attention. Let your products shine with the
right backdrop and create captivating images that leave a lasting impression.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
SINGLE COLOR
SETTING





As a photographer, I understand the importance of capturing products authentically.
When styling, I focus on arranging props in a natural way to avoid a staged look. By
layering and stacking props, we add depth and intrigue. Placing some props at the frame's
edge creates a sense of mystery, enticing viewers to explore beyond. Let's collaborate to
create compelling product images that captivate your audience and tell a story.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
STUDIO STYLING &
STAGING







Lifestyle product photography, showcasing your products within styled
scenes, using hand models. By demonstrating your product's purpose
and usability, we help customers envision how it fits into their lives.
Let's collaborate to create captivating images that engage your audience
and drive sales.

LIFESTYLE PHOTOS INDOOR
& OUTDOOR SETTING WITH
HAND MODEL





Lifestyle photography with models portrays real-life situations, showcasing
products or apparel in relatable contexts. By featuring models who represent the
target audience, it helps potential customers envision themselves using or wearing
the products, fostering a connection and evoking emotions. This style of
photography communicates the product's benefits and associated lifestyle,
influencing purchasing decisions and creating a stronger brand appeal.

LIFESTYLE PHOTOS
WITH MODELS







Thanks for viewing my photography
portfolio. Please reach out to me for any
specific requests or type of photoshoots
you are interested in.

Contact me info@askdannyg.com
Follow me @askdannyg


